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THE PUBLIC MUSIC & SPEECH EXAMINATION BOARD  

  

  

This official syllabus of the GUILD are purposely designed to meet the needs of Private Teachers, 

Professional Musicians, Members of the Acting Profession and Education Institutions, as well as to cater for 

those of the large company, if not the majority, of music and drama lovers whose desire is to pursue the study 

and practice of their art chiefly for its aesthetic and spiritual values, if not for professional reasons.  

  

  

Because of the character of its constitution as revealed in the “Article of Association” the GUILD is 

particularly suited for such a purpose. Therefore, the examination Lists will be found to be comprehensive, 

catering for the academically minded, the performing artist, and for those who seek recreation, cultured 

selfexpression and the development of a rewarding and satisfying professional life.   

  

  

All of the work is carefully graded, and teachers preparing students for GUILD examination will have a very 

useful outline upon which to develop their lessons. GUILD examinations provide for a wide range of abilities 

and give an excellent goal for students in their music studies. They develop a sense of purpose and direction 

and can be undertaken in addition to other activities, as they are not meant to be the only music event in a 

student’s year.   

  

  

The report provides a reliable assessment of a candidate’s progress, and contributes, through comments and 

marks, to the student’s development.  

  

  

In all GUILD syllabus, teachers will find the requisites of a ready planned system of training for their students, 

in which due regard to the need for a broadly based knowledge and skill has been carefully integrated 

throughout the Grades and Diploma areas, so as to encourage personal music development to the limit of the 

individual.  

  

  

It is the sincere desire of the GUILD council that the continuing growth of the GUILD national Music & 

Speech education program, and of these highly developed and often innovative syllabus, will especially aid 

teachers and their students in the furtherance of their personal studies and interests, thereby enhancing the 

appreciation of the musical and dramatic arts in the community at large.  
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Examination Information 
 

1. EXAM ENTRIES  

  

Open to public entries from individual, schools, corporations, etc.  

  

Exam are held twice yearly :-   May/June (closing date 31st March)  

  Nov/Dec (closing date 31st August)   

  

Latest exam forms and fees can be obtained @ www.guildexam.com  

  

2. EXAMINATION MUSIC.  

  

A complete five-piece drum kit is required for all levels, comprising bass drum, snare drum, two tom-toms 
and floor tom-tom. Cymbals must include a hi-hat and one medium crash/ride. Any addition is at the 
candidate’s discretion. 

 

Candidates must bring their own instruments and arrangement for their instruments to be set up in the 
examination room. The teacher may do tuning in Level 1 and 2. It is mandatory that candidates must be able 
to tune their own instruments from Level 3 onwards 

 

The drummer must be accompanied; it can be lived group or recorded music. If it is recorded music, then 
candidates must bring their own audio equipment which is of good quality and operate the audio equipment. 
It is essential that the examiner is able to hear clearly the recorded music. Headphones will not be permitted. 

 
This DRUM performance exam is similar to the pianoforte performance exam where candidate are required 
to prepare 4 pieces for Level 1 to 5, and 5 pieces for Level 6 onwards. 

 

Level 1 to 5          Level 6 to 8      

List A : 20 marks         List A : 16 marks  

List B : 20 marks        List B : 16 marks  

List C : 20 marks        List C : 16 marks  

List D : 20 marks         List D : 16 marks  

Summary : 20 marks       List E : 16 marks         

Summary : 20 marks 

 

This syllabus is based on progressive technical and musical development. The acquisition of a worthwhile 
repertoire of works and the building of a sound foundation in musicianship. All of the work is carefully graded 
and teachers preparing students for these examinations are provided with a wide range of pieces which will 
have a very useful contribution for their students study program outline upon which to develop their lessons. 

 

There is an enormous amount of published drum kit music available, which relates to all musical styles. This 
publication has a comprehensive listing and grading of many GUILD recommended publications which can 
be used with this syllabus to enable suitable music which will appeal to the candidate who is being prepared 
for examination. All of the chosen music provides a basis for a sound foundation and a pleasing repertoire. 

Candidates must bring their own music stand and drum stick to the examination room. 

  

http://www.guildexam.com/
http://www.guildexam.com/
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3. “OWN CHOICE”.  

  

As an aid to individual student development, an “Own Choice” section is included in every Grade and 

Diploma List throughout the entire Syllabus. In Grade 1 and 2, the “Own Choice” selection is left to the 

discretion of the teacher and/or the candidate. Teachers need not refer to the GUILD for approval of a 

substituted work in these two grades unless, it is normal procedure to apply to the GUILD for permission to 

include “Own Choice” works in a candidate’s examination program.   

  

A photocopy of the first page of the work, together with return postage, should be forwarded to the GUILD 

office. If approved, the “Own Choice” work will be given the GUILD stamp and dated. The candidate’s name 

and level of examination will be recorded. Teachers who wish to apply substitute works with “Own Choice” 

selection are advised to apply to the GUILD before preparing the student for examination. This is to avoid 

any disappointment should the works selected is not approved for the examination. All “Own Choice” 

approval letters are required to be kept by the teachers/schools and must be presented to the examiner upon 

request during the exam.  

  

4. MEMORY.  

  

Although not in Grade requirement, the playing of all music from memory is to be encouraged as many 

benefits can be derived from playing from memory. Style, skill and confidence often develop considerably in 

this way as the student’s attention is not diverted by the need to continually look at the printed page. Memory 

work is required in the Associate and Licentiate Diploma practical examinations.  

 

5. PERFORMANCE.  

  

Teachers and students should not overlook the importance of personal style development. This is in 

accordance with GUILD philosophy in developing self-esteem and personal skill. But, attention to different 

styles and accuracy of music in general must not be neglected. It should always be born in mind that the music, 

which has been chosen for the examination, must be played with absolute precision and accuracy in respect 

of the demands of the period and of the composer’s intention. It is expected that teachers and candidates will 

give careful consideration to the development of technical skill and musical ability so that the necessary 

styling demands of the music to be adequately met.  

  

6. ACCOMPANIMENT.  

  

It is important to note that at least one of the pieces throughout the Levels must be perform with an 

accompaniment. It can be lived or recorded music. If it is recorded music, candidates must bring their 

own audio equipment which in a good quality. The examiners will not provide and operate the audio 

equipment. It is essential that the examiner is able to clearly hear the recorded music. Headphones will not 

be permitted. 

 

If it is lived music, candidates must provide their own accompanist who may remain in the examination 

room only whilst performing that task.  The teacher may act as accompanist, but  not  the  examiner. 

Candidates should be very sure that their preparation has been through for the examination, and they have a 

reliable pianist. All too often a candidate’s performance is marred and spoilt by poor and inefficient 

accompanying. Remember to allow plenty of time for those very necessary rehearsals with your pianist. 

Also remember that under the stress and tension of the examination room, poor or inadequate preparations 

show up very quickly. So, know your work very thoroughly.  
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7. “SUMMARY’ IN PERFORMANCE EXAM.  

  

Candidates who are taking Performance Exam should prepare a short information segment in a small folio 

about each piece being played. This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room and 

candidates are required to announce the pieces performed and present as if for a performance. In addition, this 

is also section for examiner to make overall comment of the full examination. This included general musicality, 

control, presentation etc.  The SUMMARY takes all of this into account. Please refer to each specific Level 

for further details.  

  

8. GRADINGS & PASS MARKS.  

  

100 ~  96    =  High Distinction  

95  ~   90    =  Distinction  

89  ~   85    =  Honours  

84  ~   80    =  B+ Credit    

79  ~   75    =  B Credit  

74  ~   70    =   C+ Pass  

69  ~   65    =  C Pass  

64  ~   0    =  Not Grade Standard   {NGS}   (No certificate issued)  

  

Minimum Pass marks are as below:  

Grade 1 to 5    =  Minimum Pass of C  65 marks. Grade 6 

to Diploma   =  Minimum Pass of C+  70 marks.  

  

In addition, Examiners sometimes use NGS when marking a particular section in an examination. This is 

always an indication that much more work remains to be accomplished in that section.   

DIPLOMA EXAMINATIONS are either Pass or Not Diploma Standard {NDS}, Minimum Pass 70 marks,   
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LEVEL ONE  

Examination Time : 10 minutes                                  Minimum Pass : 65 marks  

  

 

1) Performance : 80 marks  

  

Candidates are required to perform a minimum of FOUR contrasting pieces from the below list of 
selections.The FOUR chosen pieces have a total of 20 marks each and will form a list to be submitted for the 
examination. If the total performance time of the chosen pieces do not meet the minimum requirement of 6 
minutes, the candidate is allowed to choose additional pieces but the marks will be shared i.e.10 marks each 
to make a total of 20 marks for that section. 

 

The following pieces are contained in the “Drum Kit Repertoire & Rudiments” published by GUILD 

 

Hip In 

 

Fast Track 

 

Rocker’s Blues 

 

Trilullaby 

 

Waltzin Room 

 

Triple Swan 

 

Swayin 

 

Miami Belle 

 

CocoeLulue 

 

Own Choice :  Non approval required 

 

 

2) Summary : 20 marks  

  

Candidates are required to prepare a short information segment in a small folio about each piece being played. 

This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are required to announce the 

pieces performed and present as if for a performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, 

control, presentation etc. all these take into account.  

  

……………………………………………………..oOo………………………………………………………   
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LEVEL TWO 

Examination Time : 10 minutes                                  Minimum Pass : 65 marks  

  

 

1) Performance : 80 marks  

  

Candidates are required to perform a minimum of FOUR contrasting pieces from the below list of selections. 
The FOUR chosen pieces have a total of 20 marks each and will form a list to be submitted for the 
examination. If the total performance time of the chosen pieces do not meet the minimum requirement of 6 
minutes, the candidate is allowed to choose additional pieces but the marks will be shared i.e.10 marks each 
to make a total of 20 marks for that section. 

 

The following pieces are contained in the “Drum Kit Repertoire & Rudiments” published by GUILD 

 

Flaming Groove 

 

Rockin Pop 

 

Beach Rock 

 

Big Band Walk 

 

Marche 

 

Summer Parade 

 

Agogo Rhumba 

 

Red Cha Cha 

 

Cantaloupe 

 

Own Choice :  Non approval required 

  

 

2) Summary : 20 marks  

  

Candidates are required to prepare a short information segment in a small folio about each piece being played. 

This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are required to announce the 

pieces performed and present as if for a performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, 

control, presentation etc. all these take into account.  

……………………………………………………..oOo………………………………………………………  
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LEVEL THREE 

Examination Time : 15 minutes                                  Minimum Pass : 65 marks  

  

 

1) Performance : 80 marks  

  

Candidates are required to perform a minimum of FOUR contrasting pieces from the below list of selections. 
The FOUR chosen pieces have a total of 20 marks each and will form a list to be submitted for the 
examination. If the total performance time of the chosen pieces do not meet the minimum requirement of 10 
minutes, the candidate is allowed to choose additional pieces but the marks will be shared i.e.10 marks each 
to make a total of 20 marks for that section. 

 

The following pieces are contained in the “Drum Kit Repertoire & Rudiments” published by GUILD 

 

Keeper’s  Zone 

 

Rumble Flams 

 

Groove In 

 

Polka Dots 

 

Hippie March 

 

Only Three 

 

Bossa Hit 

 

Fun Cha Cha 

 

Along The Isle’s Tale 

 

Own Choice : Approval required 

  

 

2) Summary : 20 marks  

  

Candidates are required to prepare a short information segment in a small folio about each piece being played. 

This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are required to announce the 

pieces performed and present as if for a performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, 

control, presentation etc. all these take into account.  

  

……………………………………………………..oOo………………………………………………………   
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LEVEL FOUR 

Examination Time : 15 minutes                                 Minimum Pass : 65 marks  

  

 

1) Performance : 80 marks  

  

Candidates are required to perform a minimum of FOUR contrasting pieces from the below list of selections. 
The FOUR chosen pieces have a total of 20 marks each and will form a list to be submitted for the 
examination. If the total performance time of the chosen pieces do not meet the minimum requirement of 10 
minutes, the candidate is allowed to choose additional pieces but the marks will be shared i.e.10 marks each 
to make a total of 20 marks for that section. 

 

The following pieces are contained in the “Drum Kit Repertoire & Rudiments” published by GUILD 

 

Caribbean Funk 

 

Funkie Sixteen 

 

Strive Out 

 

Trio City 

 

March Line 

 

Team Two 

 

Rio Dance 

 

Calypso Run 

 

Didle Cha Cha 

 

Own Choice : Approval required 

 

 

2) Summary : 20 marks  

  

Candidates are required to prepare a short information segment in a small folio about each piece being played. 

This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are required to announce the 

pieces performed and present as if for a performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, 

control, presentation etc. all these take into account.  

  

……………………………………………………..oOo………………………………………………………   
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LEVEL FIVE 

Examination Time : 15 minutes                                 Minimum Pass : 65 marks  

  

 

1) Performance : 80 marks  

  

Candidates are required to perform a minimum of FOUR contrasting pieces from the below list of selections. 
The FOUR chosen pieces have a total of 20 marks each and will form a list to be submitted for the 
examination. If the total performance time of the chosen pieces do not meet the minimum requirement of 10 
minutes, the candidate is allowed to choose additional pieces but the marks will be shared i.e.10 marks each 
to make a total of 20 marks for that section. 

 

The following pieces are contained in the “Drum Kit Repertoire & Rudiments” published by GUILD 

 

Groove Solution 

 

Diddle Riddle 

 

Cool Jive 

 

Three To Feel 

 

Rocking Waltz 

 

Tangoo 

 

Funkie Tropics 

 

Carnival Time ! 

 

Trinidad Marvel 

 

Own Choice : Approval required 

  

 

2) Summary : 20 marks  

  

Candidates are required to prepare a short information segment in a small folio about each piece being played. 

This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are required to announce the 

pieces performed and present as if for a performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, 

control, presentation etc. all these take into account.  

………………………………………………………..oOo……………………………………………………  
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LEVEL SIX 

Examination Time : 25 minutes                                 Minimum Pass : 70 marks  

  

 

1) Performance : 80 marks  

  

Candidates are required to perform a minimum of FIVE contrasting pieces from the below list of selections. 
The FIVE chosen pieces have a total of 16 marks each and will form a list to be submitted for the examination. 
If the total performance time of the chosen pieces do not meet the minimum requirement of 15 minutes, the 
candidate is allowed to choose additional pieces but the marks will be shared i.e.8 marks each to make a total 
of 16 marks for that section. 

 

The following pieces are contained in the “Drum Kit Repertoire & Rudiments” published by GUILD 

 

Two Together 

Crackers Hats 

One Line Groove 

All Rounder 

Wonder Bass 

Two Zone 

Nite Swing 

Glitter Brass 

Swing, Swing, Swing ! 

Bass On This 

Quarter Element 

Sneaky Way Home 

Own Choice : Approval required 

 

 

2) Summary : 20 marks  

  

Candidates are required to prepare an information segment in a folio about each piece being played,  evidence 

of research and give details as to the Composers/ Style/ Period/ Formal Analysis/ Keys and Key Modulations, 

etc. This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are required to announce 

the pieces performed, special features of the pieces performed may be mentioned and present as if for a 

performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, control, presentation etc. all these take 

into account.  

……………………………………………………..oOo……………………………………………………… 
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LEVEL SEVEN 

Examination Time : 35 minutes                                 Minimum Pass : 70 marks  

  

 

1) Performance : 80 marks  

  

Candidates are required to perform a minimum of FIVE contrasting pieces from the below list of selections. 
The FIVE chosen pieces have a total of 16 marks each and will form a list to be submitted for the examination. 
If the total performance time of the chosen pieces do not meet the minimum requirement of 20 minutes, the 
candidate is allowed to choose additional pieces but the marks will be shared i.e.8 marks each to make a total 
of 16 marks for that section. 

 

The following pieces are contained in the “Drum Kit Repertoire & Rudiments” published by GUILD 

 

High Five 

Cloud Five 

Take Five On This 

Encore ! 

Off Beat Fun 

Trailer Beat 

Retro Circle 

Disco Box 

One Step Behind 

Salsa Jambo 

Latino Fever 

Bembe De! 

Own Choice : Approval required 

 

2) Summary : 20 marks  

  

Candidates are required to prepare an information segment in a folio about each piece being played,  evidence 

of research and give details as to the Composers/ Style/ Period/ Formal Analysis/ Keys and Key Modulations, 

etc. This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are required to announce 

the pieces performed, special features of the pieces performed may be mentioned and present as if for a 

performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, control, presentation etc. all these take 

into account.  

……………………………………………………..oOo………………………………………………………  
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LEVEL EIGHT 

Examination Time : 40 minutes                                  Minimum Pass : 70 marks  

  

 

1) Performance : 80 marks  

  

Candidates are required to perform a minimum of FIVE contrasting pieces from the below list of selections. 
The FIVE chosen pieces have a total of 16 marks each and will form a list to be submitted for the examination. 
If the total performance time of the chosen pieces do not meet the minimum requirement of 25 minutes, the 
candidate is allowed to choose additional pieces but the marks will be shared i.e.8 marks each to make a total 
of 16 marks for that section. 

 

The following pieces are contained in the “Drum Kit Repertoire & Rudiments” published by GUILD 

 

Six Thirty 

Super Duple 

Sixty Degree 

Buzzing 

Fantastica 

Magical Buzz 

Drum Call 

Half Time Fun 

Drum Post 

Joget Interlude 

Cubano 

Tribalino 

Own Choice : Approval required 

 

2) Summary : 20 marks  

  

Candidates are required to prepare an information segment in a folio about each piece being played,  evidence 

of research and give details as to the Composers/ Style/ Period/ Formal Analysis/ Keys and Key Modulations, 

etc. This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are required to announce 

the pieces performed, special features of the pieces performed may be mentioned and present as if for a 

performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, control, presentation etc. all these take 

into account.  

  

……………………………………………………..oOo………………………………………………………  
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PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE DIPLOMA - “P.Dip.AGM”  

PRE-REQUISITE : All candidates for this Diploma must at the date of entry hold the Level 8 of the GUILD 

in the same subject.   

  

Examination Time : 50 minutes                                   Minimum Pass : 70 marks  

  

1) Performance : 80  marks  

  

• The full program must be representative of FIVE Lists (5 x 16marks), different composers and styles. 

Complete works must be performed. A concert standard of performance will be expected.   

• Minimum performance time of 30 minutes is mandatory. It is possible that the candidate may find it 

necessary to select more than one work from the FIVE Lists to provide a program of the required length.  

• Candidate can choose from works of a similar standard to Associate Diploma. It is necessary to submit 

the planned Professional Performance program to the GUILD for approval.  

• At least ONE LIST is to be performed from memory. Any additional memory work by the candidate is 

optional.  

  

 

2) Summary : 20 marks  

  

Candidates are required to prepare an information segment in a folio about each piece being played,  evidence 

of research and give details as to the Composers/ Style/ Period/ Formal Analysis/ Keys and Key Modulations, 

etc. This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are required to announce 

the pieces performed, special features of the pieces performed may be mentioned and present as if for a 

performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, control, presentation etc. all these take 

into account.  

……………………………………………………..oOo………………………………………………………  
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DIPLOMA IN PUBLIC PERFORMANCE  - “Dip.PP.AGM” 

  

PRE-REQUISITE : All candidates for this Diploma must at the date of entry hold the Professional 

Performance Diploma of the GUILD in the same subject.   

  

1. Application for this exam must be made in writing to the GUILD Council by the candidate. From the date 

of approval, the candidate has 12 months to present the performance.  

  

2. The candidate should have the ability to publicly present each item of the proposed program at high level 

of professionalism.   

  

3. The performance program must favourably compare with the standard required for the GUILD Licentiate 

Performance Diploma Examination and should be performed at that minimal standard. Candidates can 

choose the pieces from Licentiate Diploma or replaced with works of a similar standard.  

  

4. A recital program of One hour duration is mandatory inclusive of short break in between pieces, with a 

minimum performance time of 40 minutes.   

  

5. Candidates are required to prepare an information segment in a folio about each piece being played,  

evidence of research and give details as to the Composers/ Style/ Period/ Formal Analysis/ Keys and Key 

Modulations, etc. This is given to the examiner when entering the examination room. Candidates are 

required to announce the pieces performed, special features of the pieces performed may be mentioned 

and present as if for a performance. Presentation, clarity of voice, suitable dress, musicality, control, 

presentation etc. all these take into account.  

  

6. The examination will be a public performance either in a Hall or suitable examination room with a 

minimum audience of eight persons present.  

  

7. An associate artist will be permitted to perform to allow a small break in the program of the candidate. It 

is recommended that this artist performs in a different instrument.  

  

……………………………………………………..oOo………………………………………………………  


